
VISIONThis stylish residence is nestled on a 
large level block in a desirably tranquil 
cul-de-sac location.
The house comes complete with two 
living rooms, a welcoming 
kitchen/dining area, two bathrooms, 
three bedrooms, a study and a 
laundry, and retains the value of 
peaceful living while being 
conveniently close to shops
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To be a department focused on
quality education and research in
Artificial Intelligence & Machine
Learning that prepares early
professionals contributing to serve
the society.

VISION
To provide an academic environment
for the development of professionals in
the field of Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning.
To cultivate research culture resulting
in knowledge and development of the
society. 
To enhance academic collaborations
for better exposure.

MISSION

Mr. Ashish Yadav
Mr.  John Kenny
Ms. Priyanka Bhoir

PREPARED BY,Contents
 AI Placement Symposium. 
 AI Realm.
 Student Achievements.
 Faculty Achievements.
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1.AI Placement Symposium. 
    On  23rd January, a soft skills workshop was conducted by Training & Placement Cell, which

aimed to provide an insight into the significance of soft skills in professional and personal

life. The workshop was organized at seminar hall and the speaker for the day was Gwen

Athaide.  

The workshop was a great success, as it helped participants develop essential soft skills

required to excel in professional and personal life. The interactive sessions, along with the

practical activities, helped the participants to learn and develop the skills in a fun and

engaging manner. The event was well received by all participants, and the feedback was

overwhelmingly positive.

In conclusion, the workshop proved to be a valuable learning experience for all participants,

and it provided a solid foundation for building the essential soft skills that are critical to

success in any professional field.    



As an AI language model, ChatGPT has the potential to evolve and improve over time. The

future of ChatGPT will depend on advancements in artificial intelligence and natural

language processing technology. Here are a few possible developments that could shape the

future of ChatGPT:

1.Improved Accuracy: With ongoing training and data input, ChatGPT's accuracy and ability to

understand and respond to complex inquiries will improve over time.

2.Multi-Lingual Support: As ChatGPT's capabilities expand, it may be able to support multiple

languages, making it accessible to a wider audience around the world.

3.Enhanced Personalization: With the help of machine learning and other advanced

technologies, ChatGPT may be able to recognize and adapt to individual users' preferences

and needs, providing a more personalized experience.

4.Integration with Other Systems: ChatGPT could potentially be integrated with other

systems, such as customer relationship management (CRM) software or chatbots, to provide

even more robust and efficient solutions for businesses and individuals.

5.Ethical Considerations: As AI technology continues to evolve, it's important to consider the

ethical implications of its use. Future developments in ChatGPT will likely focus on creating a

more responsible and ethical AI that benefits society as a whole.

Overall, the future of ChatGPT looks promising, with the potential to help people and

businesses solve problems and gain new insights through advanced natural language

processing capabilities.
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2. Does ChatGPT has a Future?
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3. STUDENT ACHEIVEMENTS

The Cricket team of Universal College of Engineering have beaten all odds to win the

cricket tournament at Enthusia 2023. Your hard work, dedication, and teamwork have

paid off, and you have made your college proud. Keep up the good work and continue to

excel in all your future endeavors. Best wishes for your future matches!

 

Champions of the Pitch: The Victorious Team UCoE
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Congratulations to the kabaddi team for their fantastic performance and achieving the

runner-up position at Enthusia 2023! It takes a lot of hard work, dedication, and

perseverance to reach this level of success, and the team has proven to be a worthy

competitor. You all have represented your college with great honor, and we are proud of

your achievement. Keep up the great work, and we wish you all the best for your future

endeavors!

 

"Rising Warriors: Runner-up Champions of Enthusia"
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4. FACULTY ACHEIVEMENTS

We congratulate Ms. Priyanka Patil, the faculty of the Computer Department, for

successfully attending the Six Days Short Term Training Programme (STTP) on the

"Concepts & Applications of Artificial Intelligence Subfields." It is commendable to see the

enthusiasm and interest in keeping up with the latest advancements in the field of

computer science. We are sure that this training will be beneficial for both the faculty

and the students. We wish her all the best for future endeavors in her career.

STTP by Ms. Priyanka Patil
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REACH US

 “The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of
the human race….It would take off on its own, and re-design itself

at an ever increasing rate. Humans, who are limited by slow
biological evolution, couldn’t compete, and would be superseded.”       

 -  Stephen Hawking 


